Solution Brief

Insight DevOps Workshop
Is your business executing digital transformation with the speed
and consistency you need? Insight’s new DevOps Workshop
empowers teams to take full advantage of the strategies and
tools that power today’s development operations.

Background
Business systems and technology is an important competitive differentiator, and it’s one

Benefits
• Gain a clear
understanding of Insight’s
DevOps solution and the
range of options for your
DevOps journey.
• Discover how a strategic

that is constantly evolving. As businesses move towards digital transformation, demand

approach helps link

grows for new applications to improve productivity and efficiency and take advantage of

DevOps solutions to

emerging technology. Today’s development teams are under more pressure than ever to

business goals.

deliver effective, secure solutions for use across the business.
The work that DevOps teams perform spans the entire software and application
development lifecycle, from initial analysis through to testing, eventual deployment and
continuous development.
As a result, DevOps teams work with many stakeholders, with touchpoints at different
times in the development cycle. They need to operate in a collaborative culture with a
set of processes that support development, operations, testing and meet the needs of
business stakeholders.
It isn’t easy to step back and look at the full DevOps picture and ask if it is delivering the
value you need at the pace you need it to. That is why Insight’s DevOps Workshop is ideal
to gain a detailed overview of the culture and benefits of DevOps available to you.

• Gain clarity on new ways
of working and how to
optimise development and
build a DevOps culture.
• Identify common risks
associated with DevOps
and learn ways to
manage them.

Business Challenge

Our solution

Operational technology is an integral part of any business

Insight’s DevOps Workshop will help you shape and drive your

operating today. Software and applications keep business

DevOps journey. We start by building awareness of where you

information flowing and are often a key competitive

are now and where you want to get to. Together, we explore

differentiator. But they take work. Development Operations

the solutions available to get you there. We create a roadmap

brings together the people, processes and technology that

for implementing the strategy, build a DevOps Landing Zone

transforms and propels technical solutions. To be effective

and manage the entire Application Lifecycle in a centralised

and deliver against demanding objectives, DevOps needs the

way, combining the right tools with best practice.

right structures, process handling and collaborative approach
in place.

Insight’s DevOps Workshop provides you with:
• A detailed overview of the culture and benefits of DevOps

Without business, software development and IT teams

• Options to optimise DevOps leveraging Azure DevOps
technology or GitHub

working together, many organisations would struggle

• Strategy-based approaches to align development operations
with business goals

to achieve the technology shift needed to execute the
organisational changes brought about by the pandemic.

• Use cases and scenarios behind a trusted process handling
approach

Businesses that don’t see application or software
development as a continual process risk incurring massive
technical debt. Gartner predicts that 90% of current

• Greater insight where there is an existing development
infrastructure as well as where the DevOps journey has just begun

applications will still be in use in 2025, but few will receive

• Insight’s best practice guidance for DevOps

sufficient investment in their modernisation1. This technical

• Future next steps and support available from Insight.

debt could consume over 40% of IT budgets.

Setting out the right DevOps structures and process handling

It is little wonder that businesses are looking to DevOps to

approach is essential to establish the best DevOps strategies

maximise the return on technology by keeping it relevant,

and tools for your teams to transform your business and build

modern and leverage cloud technology for greater efficiency.

successful, differentiating software.

Our DevOps Workshop comprises core deliverables

Discovery

Objective

Strategy

WHERE YOU ARE NOW

WHERE YOU WANT TO BE

HOW TO GET THERE

Explore your current DevOps
strategy and ambitions

Model possible scenarios and their
benefits aligned with business goals

Understand the options for
your DevOps journey

1. https://www.computerweekly.com/feature/What-are-the-drivers-for-application-modernisation

Why Insight?
At Insight, we have the expertise, skills, tools, processes and experience to guide you towards achieving your full DevOps potential and
optimising the competitive advantage your applications deliver.
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For more information and to book your DevOps Workshop,
please contact your Insight Account Manager.
0344 846 3333 | uk.insight.com
MKT6232

